
FACE THE STATE 2nd Quarter 2019 

Face the state is a weekly half hour program designed to inform viewers about issues and 
topics of interest in Montana. 

4/7 Face the State 6:30am   

Host: Dennis Bragg 

Guests: Andrea Davis and Jessica Burton

Davis and Burton are from Homeword in Missoula. Discussion of the on-going issue of 
affordable housing across the State of Montana, and specifically legislation being considered to 
resolve a number of issues impacting potential projects, such as tax credits and development. 

4/14 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host:  Jay Kohn

Guest: Kathleen Williams, Democratic Candidate - U.S. House

Having just announced that she will again seek Montana's lone seat in the U.S. House, Kathleen 
Williams sat down with MTN's Jay Kohn to discuss the upcoming campaign and the issues 
she will champion during her second run for the office.   Williams lost a close race to Republican 
Greg Gianforte in the November 2018 election and is considered the favorite to again 
secure the democratic nomination.

We discussed why Williams is running again, why such an early announcement and what it will 
cost.  What did she learn during her last campaign that will help her this time around, and what 
are voters talking to her about?

Given Williams' strong showing against Gianforte in the 2018 election, analysts said she pretty 
much had her choice of what office to run for.  Was that the case...and why did she decide 
on the U.S. House race?  

Williams is the second democrat to announce for Congress. Rep. Gianforte has not yet said 
what his future political plans entail.

4/21 Face the State 6:30am  

Hosts: Mike Dennison 

Guests: Alec Hansen Special Assistant to Gov. Forrest Anderson, Bob Henkel and Newell 
Anderson 



Mike Dennison hosted the show, which focused on the tenure and legacy of Montana Gov. 
Forrest Anderson, who was elected 50 years ago and had a transformative effect on the state. 
During his only term, he oversaw a massive reorganization of state government, creation of the 
state Board of Investments and the writing of Montana’s new state constitution, which is 
considered one of the most progressive in the nation. My guests were Alec Hansen, who was a 
special assistant to Anderson; Bob Henkel, whose ad firm helped run Anderson’s campaign; and 
Anderson’s son, Newell. We talked about what Anderson had accomplished and his place in 
Montana history.

4/28 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host:     John Sherer

Guest:  Cam Sholly/Yellowstone National Park Superintendent

Yellowstone National Park Superintendent Cam Sholly talked about his background. He talked 
about wolf management, and bison management in Yellowstone Park. We also discussed the 
current infrastructure needs in the park and bringing neighboring communities into the 
management discussion for the park.

5/5 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host: Mike Dennison 

Guests: MT House Minority Leader Casey Schreiner, D-Great Falls and MT Senate President 
Scott Sales R-Bozeman

We reviewed the actions of the 2019 Legislature, which had adjourned the previous week. Our 
subjects included Medicaid expansion, Colstrip legislation, infrastructure funding, the state 
budget, economic-development bills passed by Republicans and that faced a possible veto by 
Gov. Bullock, and the political sometime-split in the Republican Party.

5/12 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host: Shannon Newth

Guest: Jesse Slaughter Cascade County Sheriff

According to the Montana Department of Justice, human trafficking is the second largest 
criminal industry across the globe.  It’s happening here in Montana.  Human trafficking is a form 
of modern day slavery affecting men, women and children. Cascade County Sheriff Jesse 
Slaughter had a long history of working trafficking cases. 



“I think the bottom line or the most important thing is don’t be in denial.  Don’t be in denial 
that this isn’t happening in your community, because it is,” explained Sheriff Slaughter. 

In this edition of Face the State, MNT’s Shannon Newth talked with Sheriff Slaughter about how 
human trafficking is happening in Montana, and how people can help stop it. 

5/19 Face the State 6:30am and 9:00am 

Host: Dennis Bragg 

Guests: Doug Mitchel and Amy Boring

An update with the Glacier Conservancy on the Sperry Chalet restoration project in Glacier 
National Park. Mitchell discusses the progress that was made during the first summer of 
construction, what remains to be done during the 2019 construction season, and updates 
efforts at fund raising to complete the project. Photographer Amy Boring, from A Boring Photo, 
shares some of her pictures and videos and discusses what it was like to have a front row seat 
on the project during last summer's construction. 

5/26 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host: Jon Stepanek

Guests: Steve Arveschoug,  Big Sky Economic Development Executive Director and Karen 
Baumgart, BillingsWorks Director

The discussion focused on the opportunities for Montana businesses to partner with the federal 
government for government contracts and jobs.

We also discussed the need for job recruitment in Montana with too many job openings and 
not enough manpower. 

We discussed different needs for different areas of the state regarding community 
development and new business recruitment.

6/2 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host: Mike Dennison 

Guests: Democratic Eric Stern and Republican Joe Dooling 

The June 2 Face the State had Democratic consultant and attorney Eric Stern and Republican 
Joe Dooling, who is the chair of the Lewis and Clark County Republican Central Committee in 
Helena (and a soon-to-be candidate for U.S. House). We discussed the developing political 



landscape for the 2020 elections, and how it would be one of the most impactful Montana 
elections in recent history, with open seats for many of the statewide offices and, perhaps, 
another big U.S. Senate race. 

6/9 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am 

Host: John Sherer 

Guest: Michael Poland Chief Scientist for the Yellowstone Volcano Observatory

The Chief Scientist for the Yellowstone Volcano Observatory, Michael Poland joined Host John 
Sherer on Face the State on June 9, 2019. Poland talked about fears that a volcano was ready to 
erupt in Yellowstone. He said that there are no indications of any pending volcanic activity in 
the park. He said a steam eruption, of the sort that created several small lakes near Yellowstone 
Lake are the most likely thermal events to occur at the park. He said the explosive release of 
steam happens every few hundred years and is more common than lava flows or volcanic 
eruptions.  

Poland said that Yellowstone is the most studied and most monitored volcano in the world, 
with dozens of sensors reporting daily activity in the park. He said that new technology like 
orbiting radar satellites and gravity meters are allowing scientists to learn even more about the 
magma plume under the park. It’s that plume which powers the popular hot springs, geysers 
and other features in Yellowstone.

6/16 Face the State 6:30 and 9:00am 

Host: Evelyn Schultz 

Guests: Stacey Anderson and Bekki Wehner 

This edition of Face the State focused on the infectious disease response in Montana.

We interviewed two people from Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services. 
They were Bekki Wehner, the Montana Immunization Program Section Supervisor, and Stacey 
Anderson, the MT DPHHS Communicable Disease Epidemiologist. 

We discussed the history of measles in the U.S. and Montana, how to prevent the disease, herd 
immunity, and how Montana is preparing for potential measles cases. We also discussed what 
people should do if they think they have measles.

6/23 Face the State 6:30am and 9:30am  



Host: Jason Laird 

GUEST:  CDR. Michael Delaney and SCPO. Dale Noerenberg 

The interview focused on the mission of the USS Montana, which is a nuclear submarine 
currently under construction.  The crew visited Central Montana and was able to meet 
Montanans to discuss the construction and mission of the sub.

6/30 Face the State 6:30am 

Host: Dennis Bragg 

GUEST: Reed Humphrey, PHD

Dr. Humphrey is Dean and Professor of the College of Health Professions and Biomedical 
Sciences at the University of Montana. Discussion touched on the expanding programs at UM, 
and career opportunities in healthcare in Montana. Humphrey discussed the unique Residency 
Program, which is keeping a higher percentage of doctors who graduate in Montana, helping 
with rural healthcare needs. Other topics included new approaches to interdisciplinary 
medicine and services, post-graduate offerings at UM and the growing demand for healthcare 
services in Montana as the population ages. 


